7 FREE EVENTS OVER 3 WEEKENDS IN JUNE!

**FRI, JUN 14, 7PM / VERSA-STYLE DANCE COMPANY, OAKBROOK PARK**

**FRI, JUN 21, 7PM / POP ROCK CONCERT: SIR, PLEASE WITH SPECIAL GUESTS, THOUSAND OAKS COMMUNITY PARK**

**SAT, JUN 22, 7PM / SUSIE GLAZE & THE NEW FOLK ENSEMBLE + TERESA JAMES & THE RHYTHM TRAMPS, STAGECOACH MUSEUM LAWN**

**FRI, JUN 28, 7PM / AN EVENING WITH SONDHEIM WITH 5-STAR THEATRICALS, THE LAKES AT THOUSAND OAKS**

**SAT, JUN 29, 7PM / NEW WEST SYMPHONY PRESENTS LEAH ZEGER QUINTET, NORTHWOOD PARK**

* Food trucks available at select performances!

---

**SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE!**
All 4 shows for only $144
Visit civicartsplaza.com/nat-geo-live

- Save 20% off highest ticket price
- Get the best seats

---

**NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE!**
2019 – 2020 SPEAKER SERIES

---

**VERSAL-STYLE DANCE COMPANY**

---

**COURTESY NASA JPL-CALTECH**
An Evening with Lyle Lovett and His Large Band
SAT, JUL 6 @ 8PM / KAVLI $131, 91, 81, 66

A singer, composer, and actor, Lyle Lovett has broadened the definition of American music in a career that spans 14 albums. Coupled with his gift for storytelling, the Texas-based musician fuses elements of country, swing, jazz, folk, gospel, and blues in a convention-defying manner that breaks down barriers. Whether touring as a ‘duo’ or with his ‘large band,’ Lovett’s live performances show not only the breadth of this legend’s deep talents, but also the diversity of his influences, making him one of the most compelling and captivating musicians in popular music.

Happy Together Tour
The Turtles / Chuck Negron (formerly of Three Dog Night)
Gary Puckett & The Union Gap / The Buckinghams
The Classics IV / The Cowsills
THU, JUL 18 @ 7:30PM / KAVLI $65, 55, 41

Music fans have been enjoying the hits of the sixties and seventies since the Summer of Love and beyond. They get to relive those moments on the renowned Happy Together Tour 2019, which is going on its 10th consecutive year. This summer, the Happy Together Tour returns with six headline artists who delivered the biggest hits of the era.

The Man in Black
SUN, JUL 21 @ 7PM / SCHERR $50, 40

This special tribute to Johnny Cash is an accurate and energetic recreation of an American music icon. With his striking resemblance, spot-on mannerisms, and baritone voice, Shawn Barker embodies the character and spirit of Johnny Cash. Accompanied by a live band, hear all your favorite Johnny Cash hits including “Folsom Prison,” “Ring of Fire,” “Boy Named Sue,” “Jackson,” and “Hurt.” This show brings the legend back to life onstage for the fans of today and the next generation.
Little Black Dress—The Musical
FRI, AUG 9 @ 7:30PM & SAT, AUG 10 @ 2:30PM & 7:30PM / SCHERR $49, 39

Little Black Dress, the fearlessly funny ladies’ night out musical, makes for one wild and unforgettable evening with its hilarious show-stopping musical numbers, Magic Mike-influenced dancing, and loads of improvised audience mayhem!

After being on tour for close to 3 years together with the wildly successful Spank! The Fifty Shades of Grey Parody, writers Danielle Trzcinski and Amanda Barker saw an audience they never knew existed. Thousands of women who wanted to go to the theatre not just to see a show, but to have an experience where they could laugh, party, and let loose … Using hilarious improv, catchy songs, and a heartfelt story, Little Black Dress has made audiences across the globe laugh, cry, and party!

Intoxicating music, hysterical audience participation, and sincere moments of heartfelt tenderness meet like never before to create a truly unique night.

WARNING: Strong language & adult content

Sara Watkins
SAT, AUG 24 @ 7:30PM / SCHERR $49

Acclaimed American singer-songwriter, fiddler, and multi-instrumentalist artist, Sara Watkins of Nickel Creek fame, will perform soulful songs and more from her latest solo album. Young In All the Wrong Ways, sees her boldly stepping in to the role of frontwoman following her prior performances with the collaborative groups of I’m With Her, Watkins Family Hour and the platinum-selling, Grammy Award-winning Nickel Creek.

Ryan Hamilton
SAT, SEP 7 @ 7:30PM / SCHERR $34

Ryan Hamilton is a stand-up comedian who uses observational, sarcastic, and self-deprecating humor. He is known as a clean comedian and his material focuses on his own experiences, including his single life, skydiving, hot air balloons, and his huge smile. He was named one of Rolling Stone’s Five Comics to Watch, and also has made stand-up appearances on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, Conan, The Late Late Show, Last Comic Standing, Comedy Central, and Showtime.
Rita Rudner
SAT, SEP 21
@ 6PM & 8:30PM
SCHERR $49

Rita Rudner is not only one of America’s top comedians—she’s also a New York Times bestselling author, as well as an award-winning television personality, screenwriter, playwright, Broadway dancer, and actress. A house-filling favorite in Vegas, Rudner is beloved for her witty one-liners, which have helped make hers the longest-running solo show in Vegas history.

Assisted Living: The Musical®
Too Old to Work, Too Young to Die
FRI, OCT 4 @ 7PM
SAT, OCT 5 @ 2PM & 7PM
SCHERR $45, 35

From early retirement right up to the pulling of the plug, 21st Century seniors are partying like it’s 1969. Imagine: no work, no pregnancy, and a full array of Medicare-subsidized pharmaceuticals.

Assisted Living: The Musical® is not just for old people any more than Oklahoma! is just for cowboys, Gypsy is for Romanians, or Rent is for people who don’t own their own homes. Assisted Living: The Musical® is for everyone who is aging or hopes to do so someday. You’ll see your parents, your friends, and maybe some of yourself.

Jackie Evancho
Featuring the Conejo Arts Pops Orchestra
SUN, OCT 6 @ 7PM
KAVLI $104, 49, 39, 24

A worldwide sensation when she was only ten years old, Jackie Evancho has moved past the exuberant promise of a child prodigy vocalist, becoming a mature young adult with a clear direction as to where she, as a creative artist, is taking her career as a singer. A career that began with a little girl’s fascination with the film soundtrack of The Phantom of the Opera and has become an evolving and enduring musical phenomenon.

The Conejo Arts Pops Orchestra (CAPO) is a group of all-star musicians comprised of Conejo Valley bands, orchestras, and choirs. Led by music director and conductor Sean O’Loughlin.
Heather McDonald
FRI, OCT 18 & SAT, OCT 19 @ 7:30PM / SCHERR $34
Heather McDonald doesn’t hold back on anything. She is the host of Juicy Scoop with Heather McDonald, where she gets the juiciest stories from her guests which include comedians, actors, writers, and reality stars. As one of the most in-demand and multi-faceted comedians today, McDonald not only juggles a career as a nationally touring stand-up, actress, and accomplished writer, but is also a devoted wife and mother … when the rest of her family isn’t driving her up the wall.

Paul Reiser
SAT, OCT 26 @ 7:30PM
SCHERR $49
Comedian, actor, author, and musician Paul Reiser has spent the last 30+ years of his career acting in Oscar and Emmy Award-winning movies and TV shows. Reiser is best-known for co-creating and starring in the critically-acclaimed NBC series Mad About You, which garnered him multiple Emmy, Golden Globe, American Comedy Award and Screen Actors Guild nominations.

Voted as one of Comedy Central’s “Top 100 Comedians of All Time,” Reiser will bring his renowned comedy stand-up act to the stage for an evening filled with sidesplitting humor.

Vanessa Williams
FRI, OCT 11 @ 8PM / KAVLI $96, 81, 71, 56
Vanessa Williams is one of the most respected and multi-faceted performers in entertainment today. She has conquered the music charts, Broadway, music videos, television, and motion pictures. She has earned four Emmy nominations, 11 Grammy nominations, a Tony nomination, and three SAG Award nominations. Williams will bring a program of popular songs and her iconic hits such as “Dreamin’,” “Love Is,” and “Save the Best for Last.”
Rob Lowe

Stories I Only Tell My Friends: Live!

SAT, NOV 9 @ 8PM / KAVLI $275 (VIP), 85, 65, 45

Inspired by the success of his two New York Times bestselling memoirs, Stories I Only Tell My Friends and Love Life, Rob Lowe has created an all-new peek behind the curtain at Hollywood, fame, fatherhood, marriage, and a life lived at the forefront of culture for four decades.

From the Brat Pack to The West Wing to Parks and Rec and beyond, Stories I Only Tell My Friends: Live! is packed with witty fun and one-of-a-kind insights spanning an iconic career.

In addition to Lowe’s storytelling, the show will include a Q&A and plenty of insider film clips and photos.

Colin Mochrie Presents

Hyprov: Improv Under Hypnosis featuring Master Hypnotist Asad Mecci

SAT, NOV 2 @ 8PM / KAVLI $54, 44, 34

From the minds of improv and comedy legend Colin Mochrie and Master Hypnotist Asad Mecci comes a brand new, mind-blowing, jaw-dropping, sidesplitting show.

Twenty volunteers from the audience will be put under hypnosis by Mecci (the process of which is a show in its own right), their inhibitions evaporated and their minds no longer their own. Contestants are methodically and hysterically whittled down until the five best are left on stage when one of the world’s leading improvisers enters! Mochrie takes the stage to improvise with the top five while they are still under hypnosis, turning the show into an improv extravaganza!

Don Felder—Formerly of the Eagles

SUN, NOV 3 @ 7PM / KAVLI $75, 61, 45

Four-time Grammy Award-winner and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee Don Felder will bring his band and signature guitar work to Thousand Oaks.

Felder served as a member of the Eagles for 27 years, putting his mark on numerous Eagles milestones. Felder originated the music and co-wrote the Eagles’ biggest hit—the iconic, Grammy-studded smash “Hotel California.” He became immediately celebrated for his lyrical, signature guitar work on songs like “Hotel California,” “One of These Nights,” “New Kid In Town,” and many more. After leaving the group, Felder also became a New York Times bestselling author with his riveting confessional memoir.
Peppa Pig’s Adventure
WED, NOV 13 @ 6PM
KAVLI $69, 46, 39
Peppa Pig, George and their friends are back with a brand-new live show, Peppa Pig’s Adventure—the latest rendition of Peppa Pig Live!, one of the most successful family theater tours in North American history!
Join Peppa Pig and her friends on their new outdoor adventure full of games, laughter and live music.

Eric Burdon & The Animals
FRI, NOV 15 @ 8PM / KAVLI $71, 61, 41
Eric Burdon, a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame member since 1994 and named one of the 100 Greatest Voices of All Time by Rolling Stone magazine, has one of the most distinctive and soulful voices in rock and roll. An accomplished painter, author, recording artist, and a traveling bluesman, he was the driving force of The Animals, which helped lead the British Invasion with their first international hit, “House of the Rising Sun.”
Hailing from Newcastle, England, The Animals formed in 1963. After splitting in 1969, various incarnations of the band kept playing together under the same name and are still playing live today.

Mary Chapin Carpenter & Shawn Colvin Together on Stage
FRI, DEC 6 @ 8PM / KAVLI $66, 56, 41
Mary Chapin Carpenter and Shawn Colvin—longtime friends for over 30 years—will appear on stage together as an intimate acoustic duo, swapping songs and sharing stories. These special shows will feature the acclaimed songwriters performing material from their vast catalogs as well as some of their favorite songs.

The Beach Boys
SAT, DEC 7 @ 7:30PM / KAVLI $136, 86, 76, 61
Enjoy Beach Boys classics and holiday songs (“Little Saint Nick,” “Merry Christmas, Baby”) that prove that Beach Boys concerts are fun, fun, fun no matter what time of year!
Calling The Beach Boys “legends” is an understatement. Their multi-layer harmonies, unmistakable 1960s surf rock sound and laid-back style launched them into worldwide fame, while simultaneously shaping the future of pop music forever.
The Beach Boys are led by Mike Love, who, along with Bruce Johnston, Tim Bonhomme, John Cowhill, Keith Hubacher, Christian Love, Brian Eichenberger, Randy Leago, and Scott Totten continue the legacy of the iconic American band.
A Magical Cirque Christmas
SUN, DEC 29 @ 7PM
KAVLI $126, 67, 57, 46
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
The producers of Broadway’s smash hit “The Illusionists” have brought together the world’s greatest entertainers for a spell-binding and incredible holiday production, A Magical Cirque Christmas! Experience the magic of Christmas with dazzling performers and breathtaking cirque artists from all corners of the world, accompanied by your favorite holiday music performed live. Get into the spirit of the season with this merry treat that’s perfect for the entire family.

Kobie Boykins
Exploring Mars
FRI, JAN 31 @ 8PM
KAVLI $46, 36
Join NASA mechanical engineer Kobie Boykins, winner of a NASA Exceptional Service Medal, as he shares his boundless enthusiasm for unraveling the mysteries of outer space and recounts the latest exciting chapter of Mars exploration.

An Intimate Evening with David Foster: HITMAN Tour, featuring special guest Katharine McPhee
THU, JAN 23 @ 7:30PM / KAVLI $91, 81, 66
A 16-time Grammy Award-winning, chart-topping songwriter, producer, and maestro to the stars, David Foster has generated some of the biggest hits in popular music, and collaborated with a veritable “Who’s Who” of superstars in a career spanning more than three decades. In this special presentation Foster will be joined by friends to play some of his greatest hits.

Golden Dragon Acrobats
SAT, FEB 1 @ 2PM
KAVLI $41, 31, 19
The Golden Dragon Acrobats represent the best of a time-honored tradition that began more than 25 centuries ago. The company’s reputation is solidly rooted in a commitment to the highest of production values and an attention to artistic details that is unparalleled in the art form. World-renowned impresario Danny Chang and choreographer Angela Chang combine award-winning acrobatics, traditional dance, spectacular costumes, ancient and contemporary music, and theatrical techniques to present a show of breathtaking skill and beauty.

CivicArtsPlaza.com / 16 / 805.449.2787
Travis Tritt
THU, FEB 20 @ 7:30PM
KAVLI $66, 56, 41
Nearly 30 years after Travis Tritt launched his music career, the Southern rock-influenced artist continues to sell out shows and stay true and relevant to country music fans across the globe. Enjoy a special evening with this CMA and Grammy Award-winning country artist in an intimate solo-acoustic setting where his powerful voice and his guitar are the subject of the spotlight. It’s an up-close and personal event punctuated by personal stories and anecdotes about his life and musical influences. Performing some of his biggest hits, including “T-R-O-U-B-L-E,” “It’s A Great Day to Be Alive,” and “Best of Intentions,” Tritt will bring his award-winning songs to life and leave the audience with a truly memorable experience.

Jeanne Robertson
FRI, FEB 21 @ 8PM / KAVLI $44
At 73 years-young, Jeanne Robertson continues to charm audiences with her humorous observations about life around her. This former Miss North Carolina, standing tall at six-foot-two, has an infectious personality, heart and sense of humor. Robertson’s witty depiction of everyday situations never fails to have audiences of all ages rolling with laughter. Don’t miss this performance by a truly funny lady!

Andy Mann
From Summit to Sea
FRI, FEB 28 @ 8PM
KAVLI $46, 36
Award-winning filmmaker and photographer Andy Mann uses his work to bridge the gap between science and policy. From his early days as a rock climber to his current passion documenting the critically endangered oceanic whitetip shark, his stunning images tell the story of our rapidly changing planet, from top to bottom.
Dinosaur World Live  
FRI, MAR 6 @ 7PM  
KAVLI $39, 29, 24  
Dare to experience the dangers and delights of Dinosaur World Live in this roar-some interactive show for the whole family! Join our intrepid explorer across uncharted territories to discover a prehistoric world of astonishing (and remarkably lifelike) dinosaurs!  
A special meet-and-greet after the show offers all our brave explorers the chance to make a new dinosaur friend. Don’t miss this entertaining and mind-expanding Jurassic adventure, live on stage.

Eric Buss  
Shenanigans  
SAT, MAR 7 @ 2PM & 7PM  
SCHERR $39, 29  
Comedy, magic, and mischief for the whole family!  
Shenanigans is a hip new magic show starring award-winning comedian and magician Eric Buss, award-winning magician Stuart McDonald, the hilarious mad-man Michael Rayner, and of course, the energetic vinyl spinster DJ Nel. This amazing cast will blow you away with their skill, charm, and originality. It’ll be a night full of magic, laughs, mischief and surprises!

Celtic Illusion  
SUN, MAR 8 @ 7PM / KAVLI $61, 51, 36  
Don’t miss Celtic Illusion, the biggest dance and magical illusion sensation that has been taking audiences by storm. Showcasing a stellar cast of champion and internationally-acclaimed dancers, including performers from both Riverdance and Lord of the Dance, Celtic Illusion offers some of the fastest taps in the world as the dancers’ thunderous rhythm fills the stage in perfect unison.  
The show for all ages cleverly fuses awe-inspiring contemporary Irish Dance with mind-blowing magic and grand illusions. With incredible choreography, spellbinding magic, heart-racing music, and a sensory experience like no other, audiences will be kept on the edge of their seats and left wanting more.

Karla Bonoff  
SUN, MAR 15 @ 7:30PM / SCHERR $49, 39  
Karla Bonoff has been described as one of the finest singer-songwriters of her generation. That description is not hyperbole. With a career spanning four decades, Bonoff has enjoyed critical acclaim, commercial success, enduring popularity, and the unwavering respect of her peers. In addition to charting with her own recordings, she has seen her songs become hits for Bonnie Raitt, Wynonna Judd, and Linda Ronstadt.
**The Office! A Musical Parody**  
FRI, APR 3 @ 7:30PM  
SAT, APR 4 – SUN, APR 5  
@ 2:30PM & 7:30PM  
SCHERR $50

_The Office! A Musical Parody_, currently playing Off-Broadway, is the unauthorized parody of the hit TV show, “The Office.” Don’t miss this hilarious new musical that lovingly pokes fun at everyone’s favorite coworkers. Your favorite moments from all 9 seasons mashed up into one “typical” day.  

Featuring songs such as “That’s What She Said,” “Marry Me Beesly,” and “We Have Fun Here.”

---

**Damien Mander**  
Akashinga: The Brave Ones  
FRI, APR 17 @ 8PM / KAVLI $46, 36

Former special operations sniper and Royal Australian Navy clearance diver Damien Mander traveled to Africa intent on applying military solutions to the fight against poachers. He formed the first all-female ranger unit in Zimbabwe—Akashinga (“the brave ones”)—altering stereotypes, saving elephants, and establishing a new model for conservation.

---

**Annie Griffiths**  
Photography Without Borders  
FRI, MAY 15 @ 8PM  
KAVLI $46, 36

Whether she’s traversing the desert alongside Bedouin nomads or falling in with English country gentlemen staging a beauty pageant for rodents, Annie Griffiths has a habit of uncovering the humorous, the heartwarming, and the universal, even in the strangest of places.

---

**Fred Kavli Theatre**  
for the Performing Arts

**Janet & Ray Scherr Forum Theatre**  
Proscenium Configuration

**Balcony**  
Mezzanine  
Founders Circle*  
Orchestra

*Founders Circle overhangs Orchestra at Row M

---

**HOW TO GET TICKETS**

**IN PERSON** at the Civic Arts Plaza Box Office.  
**Box office information:**  
805.449.2787, CivicArtsPlaza.com  
**Box office hours:**  
Tue – Sun, Noon – 5pm  
Also remains open one half hour after curtain on performance dates.

**ONLINE** ticketmaster.com

**PHONE**  
800.745.3000

**GROUP SALES**  
Call 805.449.2787

**DISCOUNTS**  
Special senior, student, and child prices are available for select performances. call box office for details.

**Please note:** Unless otherwise noted, tickets for performances are available at the box office or Ticketmaster. All performance prices listed include a facility fee. A $3 processing fee will be added to the price of each ticket purchased at the box office window. Convenience/handling fees will apply when purchased through Ticketmaster. Other fees may apply. All programs, dates and prices are subject to change without notice.

---

**GENERAL INFO**

**DIRECTIONS & PARKING**  
2100 E Thousand Oaks Blvd.  
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362

The Thousand Oaks Civic Arts Plaza is conveniently located off the 101 Ventura Freeway, between the Hampshire Road and Rancho Road exits on Dallas Drive. A six-level parking structure provides ample parking adjacent to the Civic Arts Plaza. Parking fee is $8, cash only.

**ACCESSIBILITY**

Both theatres are fully accessible to persons with disabilities. Wheelchair locations are available in various areas of both theatres. Patrons needing to take advantage of these locations are asked to contact the box office at 805.449.2787 prior to the performance so arrangements can be made. **Please Note**: Theatrical smoke and special lighting are often used in performances in both theatres.

**LISTENING DEVICES**

For most performances, headsets which amplify the sound are available at no cost to the hearing impaired. Individuals wishing to obtain a headset may contact an usher in the lobby.
2019 – 2020 Season Brochure

**JUL** 6 An Evening with Lyle Lovett and His Large Band / 18 Happy Together Tour / 21 The Man in Black

**AUG** 9 & 10 Little Black Dress—The Musical / 24 Sara Watkins

**SEP** 7 Ryan Hamilton / 21 Rita Rudner

**OCT** 4 & 5 Assisted Living: The Musical® / 6 Jackie Evancho / 11 Vanessa Williams / 18 & 19 Heather McDonald / 26 Paul Reiser

**NOV** 2 Hyprov: Improv Under Hypnosis / 3 Don Felder—Formerly of the Eagles / 9 Rob Lowe / 13 Peppa Pig’s Adventures / 15 Eric Burdon & The Animals

**DEC** 6 Mary Chapin Carpenter & Shawn Colvin Together on Stage / 7 The Beach Boys / 29 A Magical Cirque Christmas

**JAN** 23 David Foster & Friends / 31 Klobe Boykins

**FEB** 1 Golden Dragon Acrobats / 20 Travis Tritt / 21 Jeanne Robertson / 27–29 Dixie’s “Never Wear a Tube Top While Riding a Mechanical Bull” / 28 Andy Mann

**MAR** 1 Dixie’s “Never Wear a Tube Top While Riding a Mechanical Bull” / 6 Dinosaur World Live / 7 Eric Buss / 8 Celtic Illusion / 15 Karla Bonoff

**APR** 3–5 The Office! A Musical Parody / 17 Damien Mander

**MAY** 15 Annie Griffiths

New events added all year long!
For information & tickets, and to sign up for our e-newsletter, visit CivicArtsPlaza.com

Facebook: /civicartsplaza
Twitter: @tocap

Thanks to our 2019-2020 media sponsor: